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Facial recognition creates a digital map of the face

YOUR BODY IS YOUR ID
Problems, answers and legislative solutions

Enrolling the world into a single global biometric ID system
The world is being enrolled into a single global system of identif ication and financial control.
One’s body is now directly linked to the control of financial transactions through biometric ID, an
international ID system that uses computers to automatically identify individuals based on unique
physical characteristics, such as a facial image.
Facial recognition and digital f ingerprinting are
common forms of biometrics. Almost all states and
nations now use biometrics to identify their residents.

Facial recognition software uses a high-resolution
photo to create a digital “map” of the face. This 
“map” is linked to other personal data (name, Social Security number, etc.) to create one’s unique 
biometric identity. A photo, collected for a driver license/ID card (DL/ID card) or passport, can be
used to deceitfully enroll individuals into a global ID system, over which they have no control,
and that can be used to identify and track individuals, in public, using surveillance cameras. Once
identified, programs, such as “Project Hostile Intent,” may also be used to “judge behavior” and 
determine if the individual is a potential “threat” to society.

To create a global biometric system, states and nations must:
1. Enroll their citizens (DL/ID cards, passports, national ID, school ID, etc.)
2. Adopt international standards for documents, photos and data sharing
3. Link databases for global information sharing, global ID-tracking and surveillance

Such a system is the goal of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), according to Robert
Mocny (DHS US-Visit), who stated that“information sharing is appropriate around the world,” 
and DHS plans to create a“Global Security Envelope of internationally shared biometric data 
that would permanently link individuals with biometric ID, personal information held by
governments and corporations.”Database sharing turns State ID into global biometric ID.

DRIVER’S LICENSE or PASSPORT = GLOBAL BIOMETRIC ENROLLMENT

Driver’s License with Facial 
Recognition Biometrics

Enhanced Driver’s License - Facial
Recognition - RFID chip–used as a
DL/ID-passport for border-states

ICAO’s Biometric 
e-Passport Logo

ICAO Logo–ICAO is
part of the UN

EU e-Passport with
biometrics, RFID chip
and ICAO biometric e-
Passport Logo

US e-Passport with
biometrics, RFID chip
and ICAO biometric e-
Passport Logo



RFID - Biometric ID is linked to RFID (radio frequency identif ication) technology. RFID chips
are often used in biometric documents, such as Enhanced driver licenses and e-Passports. RFID
devices are commonly used for product ID, animal ID and turnpike passes, but in personal ID, the
devices contain personal-biometric data or a personal-biometric RFID number. These devices will
transmit the stored data when scanned, which raises serious privacy, fraud and ID theft concerns.

A global biometric system is ineffective, unless there is total global enrollment. National
sovereignty is replaced by international laws, converting our “unalienable rights from God,” into 
“tolerated privileges.” States’ rights, privacy and religious freedom are under attack, especially in 
view of new technologies, such as the Somark RFID ink “tattoo,” or “RFID mark,” that can be 
used on humans, who would already be enrolled into a global biometric system of control.

For the first time in history, a single global system of ID and financial control is possible. Multi-
national businesses, governments, law enforcement agencies and international organizations such
as the ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization-an agency of the United Nations) and
AAMVA (American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators) are working in harmony to
impose this system on all nations while keeping the people and even lawmakers in the dark.

How did this happen? Dating back to 1986, federal laws have tried to impose biometrics on state
ID. After 9/11 such efforts were fast-forwarded, resulting in federal legislation such as the “REAL 
ID ACT of 2005,” the proposed “PASS ID ACT of 2009” and the ICAO’s “E-PASSPORT” 
system. Legislation becomes law and the rules for the laws are often issued by a government
agency, such as DHS. It is in the rules where we see the influence of international organizations
pushing biometrics on our nation. With little or no government transparency or oversight,
implementation of these rules directly attacks the rights of all, regardless of one’s political party.   

ACTION–States have the power! People are already enrolled in DL/ID card databases.
International standards are in place, but States can erase personal-biometric data, before it
can be shared globally. Use this document to inform State and U.S. lawmakers of the problems
and solutions. Email “Stop REAL ID Coalition” for digital documents and legislation.Share this
document with pastors, religious organizations, privacy groups and political groups but especially
with lawmakers. Ask lawmakers to author or support legislation that will:

 Ban participation in REAL ID, PASS ID and other federal standards for state issued ID
 Ban the use of biometrics
 Reduce DL/ID card photo resolution so photos are less compatible with facial recognition
 Wipe existing biometric information (fingerprints/high-resolution photos-active & backup)
 Restrict access to driver license databases, by law enforcement, to one name-one record,
preventing facial recognition searches of the all records, and preventing “Federal Fusion 
Centers” from accessing state records for the purpose of global sharing 

 End participation in federal or state programs that collect a SSN for DL/ID cards
 Create a State-to-State data sharing system (not AAMVAnet, an international system)

Provided by STOP REAL ID COALITION–an association of concerned citizens
For more information email us at: stoprealid@aol.com www.stoprealidcoalition.com 072409d Your Body is Your ID.doc



A brief list of laws, initiatives and treaties being used to impose a global biometric ID system

 The“Commercial Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1986” attempted to impose biometrics on state
ID for identifying commercial driver’s license holders

 1995 ICAO began work on biometric Machine Readable Travel Documents (MRTD’s) resulting 
in ICAO 9303 TAG -MRTD/17-WP/16.pdf (1-6-07)

 The“Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996” set federal
standards for all driver’s license/ID cards (DL/ID cards) and placed state DL/ID card design 
under the influence of AAM VA

 “Enhanced Security and Visa Reform Act of 2002” –biometrics collected on visa holders
- Visa Waiver nations issue biometric passports designed by ICAO

 REAL ID ACT of 2005 and NPRM require states to:
1. Collect, store and share highly personal information verified through online systems (ex.
DHS “federated querying” system or AAMVAnet)
2. Adopt global biometric DL/ID card standards set by AAMVA and ICAO “9303” photo 
standards complying with“biometric data interchange formats” making all photos compatible
with facial recognition software
3. Link state DL/ID databases, creating common database systems (DLA model)–Once
databases link, the photos can be accessed by government agencies outside the state. The images
can then be used with common facial recognition systems. State database linking and information
sharing permanently enrolls U.S. citizens in a global biometric system. Data cannot be retrieved
once distributed. The shared data can then be shared globally as part of an international database
linking system.

 Initiatives–WHTI (Western Hemisphere Travel Initiative) requires a passport for travel
between Canada, United States and Mexico as of 2007–WHTI meant new applicants issued new
biometric epassports (ICAO design). DHS began pilot program with Washington, Arizona and
New York to issue biometric DL/ID card/passport hybrid acceptable as passport. TWIC
(Transportation Worker Identification Credential) - Requires biometric ID cards for thousands of
government employees

 July 2007, the EU and US begin sharing new database information on travelers, including
“racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade union 
membership" and “data about an individual's health, traveling partners and sexual orientation ” 
according to a July 27th, 2007 Washington Post article. Such data collection and sharing depends
on other federal laws, like the recently revised FISA, to permit surveillance and data mining of
information on U. S. citizens. Robert Mocny (DHS-US Visit) stated that global data sharing
would begin with Europe, Asia (GCN February 5th, 2007).





The S TOP REAL ID COAL ITIO N
Stopping Biometrics, the REAL ID ACT of 2005,

and the proposed PASS ID Act

We are Protecting Your • Religious, Privacy and States’ rights • Rights of
Representation and Redress • State and National Sovereignty

B IG P ROB LE MS –B IG S OL U TI O NS
The REAL ID ACT of 2005, and the proposed PASS ID Act, places the design and control
of state issued ID documents in the hands of international organizations, enrolling U.S.
citizens into a single global biometric ID system. Since this issue threatens all U.S.
citizens, we bring people together to solve this problem. We are involved in legislation in
several states, working with conservatives and liberals, nationally recognized legal
organizations, churches, State Legislators, Governors, U. S. Congressmen, Senators and
various oversight committees. Our goal is to preserve the most precious liberties shared by
all. Most importantly, we work with individuals, empowering them to end 22 years of
bureaucratic lies and deception used to impose biometrics, and more recently, the REAL
ID ACT of 2005, and the latest attack: the PASS ID Act, on a free people.

WE N EE D YO U !
EDUCATE–Read the materials attached. Call or email with questions (it is a complex
issue). Inform your State and U.S. lawmakers, churches, denominations and ministries
you support. Have them contact us.

LEGISLATE–Give copies of our documents to State and U.S. lawmakers! They are
accountable! Follow up! Inform them! DON’T ASSUME THEY KNOW! Ask them to
write/support legislation spelled out in our documents.

COORDINATE–Sign up for email updates. Be available to support legislation in your
state. Lobby your Legislators and Congressmen–MAKE THEM ACCOUNTABLE.
Find like-minded individuals (regardless of political affiliation) to create and execute a
simple plan for lobbying and passing legislation.

PARTICIPATE–We need people to get involved directly with legislators, but we also
need financial support. The COALITION works with large organizations, but we DO
NOT ACCEPT financial support from those organizations. We only accept financial
support from individuals. In this way, we maintain an uncompromising non-partisan
position. Individuals can help financially by direct contribution or by arranging meetings
with churches and political groups.

See below for contact information regarding additional information, to obtain digital documents, legislation
or to contribute:
contact Mark Lerner stoprealid@aol.com

www. stoprealidcoalition. com


